**Standard Installation Method**
Using a Y-Splitting Harness that takes the place of the vehicle’s built-in diagnostics port, access to vehicle diagnostics is preserved and your Samsara gateway will be concealed from view.

1. Unscrew vehicle’s original diagnostics port (A)
2. Connect diagnostics plug (B) to port (A)
3. Fasten replacement port (C) to original diagnostic port location for normal use
4. Plug connector (D) into gateway
5. Verify gateway indicator light turns green (allow up to 3 minutes)
6. Zip-tie gateway to a stable mounting point with owl logo facing up
7. Secure loose cables with zip ties

Orient gateway with logo facing up, with no metal obstructions above.

---

**Quick Installation Method**
Gateway can be installed without disconnecting vehicle’s original diagnostics port. With this method, the port will not be accessible without unplugging gateway. **Gateway will be visible inside the cab and can easily be disconnected.**

For quick-install, plug male harness connector (B) into vehicle diagnostics port (A), and follow steps 4 - 7 above. The harness’ replacement port will be unused.

Need help? Call (415) 329 6900, or email support@samsara.com.